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Abstract. Video retrieval continues to be one of the most exciting research ar-
eas in the field of multimedia technology. With the advancement of sensing and 
tracking technologies it is possible to generate multiple personal video streams 
during events from different perspectives. This paper presents the first proto-
type of the MyView system that provides on-demand personalized video 
streams with multiple cameras and additional sensors. This system captures and 
stores video streams in an indoor office, extracts high-level events from local 
positioning system (LPS) tracking information, and provides on-demand video 
segments for high-level queries by mixing the multi-camera video streams for a 
stream of the best view. 
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1   Introduction 

Using tracking technology and pervasive video/audio capture technology, it is 
possible to automatically create personal video programs and diaries of people at 
events from different perspectives [1]. Suppose that audio, video and positional data 
are streamed to a server continuously using video cameras, microphones and tracking 
technology. As people are tracked we can detect when they are in view of each video 
camera. During capture (possibly with some small lag), the video feeds can be viewed 
in real-time on demand, and at the end of the day, a personalized video can be 
automatically created by using the parts of the streamed video where the person is 
detected and editing them together. 

To investigate the potential of this technology, we constructed an in-vitro 
environment, called MyView, consisting of four video cameras and four local 
positioning system (LPS) camera tracking units to track people and objects streamed 
to a multi-media database server. By analyzing the LPS tracking information we 
annotate the video streams with predefined high-level events, and produce on-demand 
video segments with the selection of the best views for high-level queries from human 
users, which is usually difficult because the process typically starts using a high-level 
query from a person but only low-level features are easily measured and computed.  
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There are many wearable systems to collect personal activities by recording video 
data [2, 3], which aim to create intelligent recording systems for a user. A system like 
ID Cam [4] also used ID tags similar to our system, but it required a special camera 
that supported sub-regions in order to recognize those ID tags quickly. Sumi, et al.  
[5, 6, 7] also designed a video retrieval prototype to make user’s favorite video based 
on events occurred in the scene, where a number of sensors and trackers should be 
attached on various objects and persons for their experiment. 

2   MyView System: Design 

The MyView system consists of a capturing and processing block, a query and 
compositing block and a multimedia database. The capturing and processing block 
can be divided into a video-camera capturing module, a tag-camera capturing and 
decoding module, 3D-tag-calculation module and an event-extraction module. The 
query and compositing block consists of the event interpretation engine, the best view 
camera selection module and the video compositing and mixing module. The 
multimedia database stores all the video and data created at the first block and feeds 
these data for the query block. 

2.1   Video-Camera Capturing Module 

For video capturing, we set four video cameras on each corner of our 25’x16.7’ office 
environment which covers most of the surveillance region of the room. We envision 
multiple types of cameras being used in a real system, thus we encapsulate various 
camera drivers into the system to support different types of video cameras—from the 
economical USB webcams to professional network cameras. In our system, we 
integrate two USB webcams and two wireless network cameras to illustrate some of 
this flexibility. Fig. 1 shows one of the wireless D-Link PTZ IP camera used in our 
system. 

  

Fig. 1. One of the PTZ camera used for
capturing video 

Fig. 2. One of the webcams with an IR pass 
filter used for a Tracking camera. Note: the  
camera has its IR filter removed. 
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2.2   Tracking-Camera Capturing and Decoding Module 

We use active tags for our LPS system to detect human motion. The tag is an infrared 
LED that blinks a unique bit pattern at a known rate, i.e., 30 fps. Tags can be worn by 
people or fixed on some objects which we are interested in tracking. A camera can be 
tuned to capture images at the same rate as the blinking pattern. In our experiment, the 
bit pattern is designed with a 5-bit starting phase and a 3-bit identifying phase  
(Fig. 3), which means at most 8 tags could be detected at the same time. In this way, 
the number of tags could be easily extended to 256 only by changing the identifying 
phase to 8 bits. Error detecting and correcting codes may be added as well to improve 
robustness in noisy conditions.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The tag’s ID pattern and a prototype active Tag used in our system 

We attach an IR-pass filter in front of each camera to improve detection of the IR 
LED and reduce interference with visible light providing good quality, simple to 
decode images. Our tags are designed to work with cheap webcams running at 30fps 
allowing for large scale deployment.  Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the tag cameras attached 
with the filter and the ID tag we used in our system.  

A full pattern cycle takes 13/30=0.433 seconds for our current tags, which means 
decoding the first whole tag’s ID takes less then ½ second (i.e., a tag update rate of 2Hz). 
Due to noise and other optical interference, a tag’s blink may not always be captured 
consistently. However, after analyzing a couple of consecutive cycles, the pattern is 
always decoded correctly. Finally, each decoded tag’s ID and its 2D position in each 
frame are recorded into a database. When used in real-time, we also perform predictive 
updates on the tag location, providing, on average, a 15Hz update rate of a tags location. 

Usually, a tag is captured by at least two tag cameras. Therefore, we can calculate 
the tag’s 3D location based on normal stereo vision techniques using the 2D 
coordinates in two cameras [8, 9]. The method can be described as follows. 

Suppose the tag’s unknown 3D location in world coordinate system, W, is 

),,(: zyxP . Assume we have already calibrated the two tag cameras, 1C and 2C , 

which are located at T
sss zyxS ),,(: 1111 , T

sss zyxS ),,(: 2222  with rotation matrix 

as )33(1 ×R and )33(2 ×R , respectively. Since we also know the 2D coordinates that the 

point P projected onto each camera plane, Tyx ),( 11 and Tyx ),( 22 , we can calculate 

the 3D coordinates of point P in each camera’s coordinate system as 
T

c fyxtP ),,(: 11111  and T
c fyxtP ),,(: 22222  respectively, in which 1f and 2f  

are the focal lengths of each camera, and 1t and 2t  are an unknown scale we need to 
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calculate using equation (1). Actually, 1cP  and 2cP  correspond to the same point 

P although they belong to different coordinate systems. Thus, we can get the 
transforming equation from camera coordinates to world coordinates shown in 
equation (1).  
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Thus, from equation (1), we can get 1t and 2t , and the 3D location P.  

When capturing tag video in a real environment, however, in some frames, a tag 
may only be captured by one tracking camera, either because of occlusion or the tag 
happens to be in the field-of-view (FOV) of only one tracking camera. In this case, we 
can still calculate the tag’s 3D location by estimating the tag’s height. We do this by 
assuming the tag’s height is the same as from the previous detection. Finally, all tags’ 
3D locations and time are also stored into the database providing context data 
associated with the video cameras.  

2.3   Event Specification and Interpretation 

In order to facilitate the high-level query posed useful for people we have designed a 
list of events, which are significant intervals or moments of activities. We divide 
events into two categories: primitive and composite. The definition of the primitive 
events is as follows: 

• Enter (A), if non-exist (A, room, t-1) and exist (A, gate-area, t) 
• Leave (A), if exist (A, gate-area, t) and non-exist (A, room, t+1) 
• Stay (A, area), if exist (A, area) and speed (A) <= minSpeed 
• Move (A, [x, y]), if speed (A) >= minSpeed 
• Close (A, B), if exist (A, x) and exist (B, y) and |x – y| <= minDistance 
• Apart (A, B), if exist (A, x) and exist (B, y) and |x – y| > minDistance 

Based on these primitive events we can define composite events such as Grab (A, 
object), Putdown (A, object), Carry (A, object), Look (A, object), Meet (A, B), and 
Converse (A, B). 

The interpretation engine is crucial yet difficult to realize in MyView. Based on the 
database and the interpretation engine, we have implemented query operations to 
retrieve video pieces requested by users. The queries may be combined with multiple 
conditions. The engine then decomposes and interprets these conditions into primitive 
events set which are the elements of the SQL query statement which is finally 
executed on the database.  

2.4   The Multimedia Database 

The multimedia database is the base of the whole system. It is responsible for 
accepting and storing all the video and data created by the capturing and processing 
block as well as the event interpretation regulations. At the user side, the database 
provides the query results—data and video, and stores the final composed video.  
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The database consists of several data tables which mainly include: 
• EventsType Table--Recording every event’s name, level, etc. 

• EventsStream Table– Recording all events occurred in the video stream. 

• Tag2D_LocationStreamFile—The file recording a single tag’s 2D position in 
each camera, each frame,  

Filename: “Tag2D_XXX_YYY.DAT”   XXX: TagID,  YYY: CameraID 
• Tag2D_LocationInfo Table– Record of a single tag’s information and the 

corresponding 2D stream position. 

• Tag3D_LocationStreamFile– The file recording a single tag’s 3D location in each 
frame 

Filename: “Tag3D_XXX.DAT”   XXX: TagID 
• Tag3D_TrackingInfo Table–Records a single tag’s 3D location, direction, 

speeds, etc, in each frame. 

• BestViewCamera Table—Recording best view camera for each tag in each frame 

NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION 
EventID Int Primary ID 
EventName Text Name of Event 
EventLevel Int Level of Event 
ObjectNumber Int Number of objects related to this event 
HasDuration Bool Indicating whether an event has duration 

NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION 
EventName Text Event name 
StartTime Int Start time of event (millisecond) 
DurationTime Int Duration time of event (millisecond) 
Person1 Text   
Person2 Text  
Object Text Object related to event 
StartLocation Text Start location of event (from) 
EndLocation Text End location of event (to) 

NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION 
TagID Int Tag’s ID 
CameraID Int Belongs to which camera 
FrameRate Int Tags may have different frame rate 
TotalFrame Int Total frame number of (millisecond) 
DurationTime Int Duration time of tag’s data (millisecond) 
FileName Text File name of this 2D stream file 
FilePath Text File path 

NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION 
CameraID Int  
LocationX Int Camera’s Location 
LocationY Int  
LocationZ Int  
Direction Float Camera’s direction (degree: 0-360) 
FOV Float Camera’s FOV (degree) 
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• CamerasInfo Table – Recording every camera’s location and camera features: 
FOV, direction, etc. 

3   MyView System: Implementation 

We have developed a first prototype of MyView that captures a scene with four video 
cameras and four tracking cameras. It extracts events in the scene using the tag 
information, and retrieves a sequence of video segments for individual users from 
high-level queries.  

3.1   Tag Recognition 

As we mentioned before, the tracking cameras only capture the infrared blink signal 
emitted from the tags. In this way, the tags’ position can be easily found by searching 
for bright spots in the video stream. Every tag’s ID is reliably decoded after tracking a 
few blinking cycles and can be updated at 15Hz once detected.  

3.2   3D Location Calculation 

Our surveillance space is around 300 inches by 200 inches. The biggest error between 
the 3D position calculated in this step and the real position is less than 3 inches, which 
is accurate enough for the tags’ events calculation in later steps. The system has two 
tag positions (blue and pink dots) in our surveillance room. The yellow rectangles are 
the door area. The four pairs of squares on each corner represent only four video 
cameras but reflect which camera has the best view for different tag—the bigger the 
camera’s square, the better of view for this tag. 

3.3   Event Extraction 

Based on the event specification in section 2, we can find every primary event just 
from the tags’ location, speed and direction. Composite events are then extracted 
using these primary events.  

3.4   Final Video Composition 

The video compositing step requires creating a final video stream from the sequence 
of the segments returned from a query. For each segment, we have four video sources 
possible, however, the simplest approach is to choose the camera with the best view 
in each time span. The best view camera is determined as follows: 

NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION 
CameraID Int  
LocationX Int Camera’s coordinates 
LocationY Int  
LocationZ Int  
Direction Float Camera’s direction (degree: 0-360) 
FOV Float Camera’s FOV (degree) 
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At frame i, supposing if , given the person A (Tag A)’s direction and position are 

d  and p , the best camera kC is decided by whether the tag is currently in kC ’s 

FOV and how close the tag and the camera’s directions are. The equation is shown as 
follow: 

)),(()(),(maxarg kkk

A
i

i
k CdMinCFOVpCpdfC Δ∧⊂==                         (2) 

where ),( kCdΔ  is the angle difference between the camera and the tag.  

Finding the best-view camera is implemented during the tag recognition stage. The 
result is stored into the database once computed. At the moment, we return the best-
camera view segment for a query. Occasionally, in one video segment, there may be 
more than one best view camera, i.e., a “move” event of a person walking around a 
table may create different best view cameras. In that case, if the segment is too long, 
another different best view camera—if applicable, may be included as the video 
source to keep a reasonable camera selection. Other algorithms may be used to 
determine which camera angle to use when depending upon the desired compositing 
result for different contexts. This is part of our ongoing research. 

4   Experimental Results 

Fig. 4 shows a scenario of two persons who enter a room, move, converse each other, 
and leave the room. 

enter

enter

move stay move 

move stay 

close

close

move

move

stay move leave

leave

converse

converse

A

B

 

Fig. 4. A scenario of two persons in a room 

Fig. 5 shows the user query and compositing interface. Users compose a query 
by selecting different conditions, i.e., which person, which action, where, when, etc. 
All these input data are analyzed and combined into the corresponding SQL query 
and then executed based on the multimedia database. The searched results may 
consist of several time spans. In this example, the user’s query is to find all “move” 
events of person A. The red blocks show the time spans that satisfy the query. The 
four video pictures show the videos taken by video cameras. Users can easily play 
each video piece found by the query or play the whole video in different angles at 
the same time.  
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Fig. 5. Video query and mixing 

Each query from users is interpreted into SQL statements by the system. The 
following sections show some example query results showing video query, retrieval 
and composition. 

 

Fig. 6. Query of “Enter” event for person A 

4.1   “Enter” Event 

In this example, a user wants to search for all person(A)’s “Enter” events. Based on 
the system described before, the processing can be divided into: 

2 3 

0 1 
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• Making SQL statement. At this time, the statement created is: 

• Query the database and getting results. Fig. 6 (left) shows two video parts are 
returned from the database.  

• Video composition. Although each result part is actually captured by four video 
cameras at the same time, we currently select the best view camera as the final 
video source. In this demo, camera No. 2 is the best camera for both parts and is 
marked with red lines in Fig. 6. 

4.2   “Move” Event 

In this example, a user wants to search all the person(B)’s “Move” event. 
• SQL statement: 

• Query results. Fig. 7 (left) shows three video parts are found.  
• Video composition. The best camera for each part is 2, 1 and 3, respectively. 
 

0 1 

2 3 

 

Fig. 7. Query of “Move” event for person B 

5   Concluding Remarks 

This paper has proposed a multimedia storage and retrieval system with multiple 
cameras and sensor networks, which provides on-demand personalized video stream 

SELECT * FROM EventsStreamTable WHERE Object1='A' AND EventType='enter' 
ORDER BY StartTime ASC, StartTime+DurationTime ASC 

SELECT * FROM EventsTable WHERE Object1='B' AND EventType='move' ORDER 
BY StartTime ASC, StartTime+DurationTime ASC 
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for high-level queries. Ultimately, we plan to create the necessary research 
infrastructure to demonstrate the feasibility of large sensor networks being used to 
provide a record from multiple perspectives of indoor and outdoor events such as 
sports arenas, museums, exhibition and entertainment locations. This record can be 
accessed in real-time, on demand for multi-perspective views. As well, it can be 
accessed after the activities to create personalized memories or see new perspectives 
on the event. Both methods for people to access the stored media provide a rich, 
meaningful and entertaining way to experience life during an event as well as in the 
future. 
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